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Abstract: The decarbonisation of maritime transport in connection with the European Union and
International Maritime Organisation directives is mainly associated with renewable and low-carbon
fuel use. For optimisation of energy indicators of ship power plants in operation on renewable and
low-carbon fuel, it is rational to use numerical research methods. The purpose of this research is to
devise methodological solutions for determining the heat release characteristics, m and ϕz parameters
of Wiebe model that can be applied to mathematical models of diesel engines under operating
conditions. Innovative solutions are proposed, which in contrast with the methods used in practice,
are not related to experimental registration of combustion cycle parameters. These registration
techniques were replaced by the proposed exhaust gas temperature or exhaust manifold surface
temperature registration method. The acceptable accuracy of results validates the methodological
solutions for solving practical tasks: according to the Wiebe model, the error of determining m and
ϕz compared with experimental data does not exceed 3–4%. The proposed method was implemented
by simulating the energy indicators of two diesel engines, car engine 1Z 1.9 TDI (Pe = 66 kW;
n = 4000 RPM) and multipurpose 8V396TC4 (Pe = 380–600 kW; n = 1850 RPM), in a single-zone
model. The variation in experimental data when the engines operated on both diesel and rapeseed
methyl ester (a biodiesel fuel), was approximately 1%. The authors anticipate further development of
completed solutions with their direct application to ship power plants in real operating conditions.

Keywords: decarbonisation; diesel engine; operating conditions; energy efficiency indicators; heat
release characteristic

1. Introduction

The decarbonisation of maritime transport has become one of the strategic development
directions in EU maritime industry because its CO2 emission reaches 11% of the total CO2
discharged by the European transport sector [1]. According to EU strategic development
plans it is necessary to achieve greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction of international
shipping by up to 90% by the year 2050 [1]. Fundamentally such plans are associated with
the use of renewable and low-carbon fuels [2] in combination with innovative technologies
and solutions of fuel injection systems [3] and combustion execution [4] which improves
emissions, fuel economy, efficiency and engine performance. In the near-term perspective,
according to 2009/16/EC EU directive [5,6], the aim is to increase the production and the
uptake of sustainable renewable and low-carbon fuels for maritime transport sector. The share
of biofuels and biogas in the total balance of renewable and low-carbon fuels until 2030 will
take 6–9% and 87–89.5% by 2050 [5,6]. Evidently, such plans were adopted due to favourable
technical possibilities of transferring diesel power plants to operate on biofuels.

Analytical assessments indicate that even with the operation of ship power plants
using renewable and low-carbon fuels (i.e., biodiesel, bio-LNG, and bio-ethanol, which
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are derived from non-food plant biomass according to the 2009/16/EC EU directive [5,6]),
attaining the 7.5% target GHG emission reduction in maritime transport is problematic
in the first phase until 2030. In the first place, this requires retrofitting the operational
fleet power plants to run on renewable and low-carbon fuels. Recent reports show that
on average, every year, 79% of new ships are built to operate on traditional fuel, and
98.4% of operating fleet power plants use petroleum fuel [7,8]. Moreover, the average
long operational age of ships reaches 21.1 and 28.6 years in economically developed
and developing countries, respectively [9]. These facts further prove that one of the
ways towards the decarbonisation of maritime transport sector is retrofitting of wide
range operational diesel ship power plants to run on renewable and low-carbon fuels (i.e.,
biodiesel). Considering the wide variety of diesel engine types and models for ship power
plants and to reduce time and financial costs, retrofitting using complex numerical and
experimental research-based technological solutions can be rationally justified. In addition,
application of numerical methods to investigate the use of renewable and low-carbon
fuels in real operating power plant conditions is appropriate for the following reasons.
During operation, engines technical condition often changes quite significantly compared
to manufacturer specification. Therefore, when evaluating energy indicators of the engine
and ways to improve them using new types of fuel, it is necessary to refer to its actual
technical condition. In addition, due to already mentioned long operational age of ships, the
production of many engine models ends and their tests at the manufacturer are associated
with technical difficulties. Therefore, research under real operating conditions should be
considered as most technically acceptable.

Engine retrofitting by numerical methods to enable operation with other types of
fuel is fundamentally related to combustion cycle research and optimisation. Such studies
are alternatively implemented using single-zone IMPULS, AVL BOOST [10,11], or multi-
zone mathematical models (MMs) (e.g., AVL FIRE [12], KIVA [13], and VECTIS [14]). The
practical advantage of multi-zone MMs is the considerable potential of investigating the
physical processes of energy transformation and formation of harmful components in
engine cylinder, including fuel injection chemical kinetics, evaporation, formation of active
radicals, and combustion. However, matching the calculated parameters of multi-zone
MMs with those of operating engine models is an extremely difficult task because the
combustion cycle parameters must be known. In particular, these parameters may be
required at the initial stage of research for modelling the parameters of an operational
engine model. Typically, initial data, which are necessary for modelling ship power plant
parameters (especially the operational model) to implement the parameters of the MM
combustion cycle adequately, are lacking. Note that the adequacy of the MM process
considerably depends on such data [15]. The absence of these data leads to the utilisation
of simplified single-zone models in the initial research stage because these models are
more convenient in practical use. Single-zone models simulate operational engine energy
parameters according to the energy balance principle when the characteristics of air supply
units, injection devices, etc. are evaluated, i.e., simulation of engine energy indicators is
carried out as for a single technological object under certain operating conditions. The
application of single-zone models especially at the initial stage of research to evaluate
engine energy efficiency indicators is rational. Furthermore, they enable the evaluation of
CO2 emissions and identify means to reduce them because such emissions are determined
by fuel elemental chemical composition and consumption. Typically, experimental studies
of multi-zone MMs are applied to subsequent research stages to describe the physical
process characteristics occurring in the cylinder in detail [16].

In view of the limited availability of operational fleet engine parameters and signifi-
cant change in engine reference indicators in connection with the influence of operating
conditions and their preparation, the use of single-zone MMs (e.g., AVL BOOST and IM-
PULS) for simulation is rational. The efficiency of using single-zone MMs is governed by
the adequate determination of heat release characteristic parameters based on experimental
data or analytical dependencies (AVL BOOST [11] and IMPULS [10]). Single-zone MMs
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are most practically applied to the Wiebe heat release characteristic model, which is based
on the law of fuel combustion kinetics [17]. The simplicity and sufficient accuracy of the
Wiebe model for solving practical problems ensure its use in conjunction with modern
multi-zone models and development of modified model forms [18–23]. The analytical
form of the Wiebe single-phase combustion model is characterised by two indicators: m
(form factor that determines the location of maximum heat release rate) and ϕz (conditional
heat release duration). These parameters determine the heat release characteristic for a
specific engine load mode and are used to evaluate combustion cycle energy efficiency
indicators. However, the application of the method to a wide range of engine load regimes
is complicated because parameter refinement is required for each case. Accordingly, the
analytical solutions formulated by Woschni were extended to the Wiebe model [24–26].
With the parameters of heat release characteristic derived from engine experimental data in
rated power mode, the use of Woschni’s relative m and ϕz change expressions determines
the absolute values of these parameters for engine part load modes. These parameters
provide opportunities for optimising control and certain design parameters to evaluate the
energy efficiency of renewable and low-carbon fuels.

The Wiebe model was proposed in 1970 [17] to determine the heat release using single-
phase (kinetic) combustion and double-phase (kinetic–diffusion) combustion functions with
various types of fuel. The model continues to be widely used in internal combustion engine
(ICE) research [21–23,27–33]. In the initial research stage, virtually all the Wiebe heat release
characteristic parameters are determined according to experimental indicator diagrams with
the engine operating in rated power and part load modes. The use of this model for a broad
range of engines [27] at the rated power mode reveals the model’s wide application potential.
It can be applied to different types of engines and fuels: MWM D229-4 (B/S 102/120 mm;
49 kW; 1800 RPM) diesel engine running on ethanol; Fiat Fire 1.0 (B/S 70/65 mm; 56 kW;
1400 RPM) spark ignition engine running on 92.5% ethanol and 7.5% hydrogen; and Scania
DC-12 (B/S 127/154 mm; 295 kW; 1800 RPM) diesel engine running on natural gas. The
calculation errors of engine energy parameters compared with the experimental data do not
exceed 2–3%. However, in applying the Wiebe single-phase combustion function to a wide
range of engine loads, an increase in errors was observed, especially in part load modes.
The authors reached a similar conclusion in their research on diesel engines (single cylinder;
B/S 170/195 mm) [28] at 50% and 25% engine loads. Combustion cycle parameters were
determined by applying the logarithmic anamorphosis method to each load mode based on
indicator diagrams. High approximation coefficient (R2) values were obtained: 0.995 and
0.964 for 50% and 25% engine loads, respectively. The application of the single-phase function
at 50% and especially at 25% engine loads does not fully reveal the combustion cycle heat
release characteristics. Accordingly, the use of a double-phase Wiebe function for a more
accurate assessment is suggested. The foregoing is supported by the work of other authors on
the single-phase Wiebe function for an engine (TBD234V6 medium speed; B/S 128/140 mm;
444 kW) operating on 70% diesel and 30% fatty acid methyl ester (D70B30) at a 50% and 25%
engine load. In all cases, the results led to unacceptable inaccuracy (R2 = 0.94) compared
with experimental data [29]. In contrast, according to several other researchers the use of
the single-phase combustion Wiebe function with Woschni’s analytical additions ensure an
adequately accurate determination of m and ϕz parameters over a wide load range. With
this methodology, the authors [30] present a comparison of marine diesel engine (7-cylinder
two-stroke MAN B&W 7K98MC; B/S 980/2660 mm; 40 100 kW; 94 RPM) energy indicators
at 25–100% engine load modes. These numerical study results of energy parameters were
validated by experimental data when the engine was running on diesel. In all cases considered,
the errors did not exceed 1.16%, further demonstrating the wide application range of the
Wiebe single-phase combustion function with Woschni’s analytical additions.

The results of applying the single-phase Wiebe function to engines running on biodiesel
are sometimes contradictory. This contradiction is similar to that observed when diesel is used.
In the investigation of the influence of biodiesel on combustion cycle parameters [19,31], this
function does not accurately reproduce the heat release characteristic based on experimental
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cylinder pressure data in a wide range of engine loads. The diesel engine combustion cycle
is determined by kinetic and diffusion phases. Therefore, when the engine is operated in
a low-load mode, a double-phase combustion Wiebe function is more accurate. Reports in
literature show that the calculation error of the combustion cycle energy parameters resulting
from the use of the double-phase Wiebe function compared with experimental data reaches
4.15% for an engine (Deutz FL1 906; B/S 95/100 mm single cylinder; 11 kW; 2400 RPM)
running on D70/B30 at different load modes [31]. On the contrary, in a study [29] considering
an analogous load range (25–100%), a high simulation accuracy of energy parameters of an
engine (TBD234V6 medium speed; B/S 128/140 mm; 444 kW) was achieved with an error
of 0.06–1.2%. Moreover, in applying the double-phase Wiebe function to simulate a marine
engine running on diesel (B/S 128/140 mm; 444 kW; 1800 RPM), the calculation error of
the heat release characteristic at a 20% engine load reaches 1.4% [22]. The double-phase
Wiebe function method can also be effectively applied to a diesel engine operating on dual
diesel–biogas and diesel–natural gas fuels. In both cases [32], the double-phase Wiebe function
was employed to create a zero-dimensional MM when the load of the engine (Lister Petter
single cylinder; 4 stroke; 4.5 kW; 1500 RPM) was 20–100%, as validated by engine bench
tests. Engine energy parameters were assessed by recalculating m and ϕz for each load mode
according to indicator diagrams, and the average error was 3%. In [33], the authors converted
a diesel engine to operate on dimethyl ether. The results of applying the double-phase Wiebe
function (parameters were derived from experimental indicator diagrams) to an engine (B/S
92/96 mm; 15,6 kW; 2600 RPM) are satisfactorily compatible with experimental data. Overall,
the error in the 50–100% load range reaches 1.2%.

In all cases, the single-phase Wiebe combustion model, widely used in heat release
characteristic studies, is unable to simulate the combustion cycle accurately compared with
experimental data. In modern engine research, over a wide range of engine loads and
especially when renewable and low-carbon fuels are used, the two-phase Wiebe combustion
model achieves more accurate results. However, this model is more complicated to apply
compared with the single-phase model. Moreover, it has no analogous application to part
load modes using Woschni’s analytical solutions. The implementation of low dynamics of
combustion cycle on fourth-generation engine models [34,35] and on modern engines [36]
(by increasing the degree of compression and intensity of fuel injection, delaying the
phase of fuel supply to the cylinder, etc.), to limit emissions of nitrogen oxides, basically
initiates a diffusion combustion process, which correlates quite accurately with the single-
phase Wiebe model. This factor is also typical for medium and low-speed marine diesel
engines. Accordingly, based on the reports in literature, the single-phase Wiebe combustion
model with Woschni’s analytical solutions in a single-zone MM has a good agreement with
experimental data when simulating the energy parameters of diesel engines over a wide
load range for engines running on diesel and renewable fuels. Therefore, the use of this
model at the initial research stage is more rational.

For practical applications, determining m and ϕz parameters is extremely important
under various engine operating conditions. In general, these parameters are determined
based on experimental data when the pressure in the cylinder is registered (i.e., when
registering indicator diagrams) [27–33]. According to ongoing research, no technological
difficulties are encountered in performing engine bench tests under laboratory conditions to
record the pressure in the cylinder and other operating parameters. However, with respect
to engine in operation, the implementation of engine tests under operating conditions
to record indicator diagrams is physically impossible, except with high-power models.
Indeed, in most cases, recording indicator diagrams is technically impossible. Therefore,
when the amount of data is limited and engine combustion cycle parameters are not
recorded, a simplified approach (i.e., the analytical–graphical Bulaty–Glanzman method)
is used [37]. In this method, the registration of experimental indicator diagrams is not
necessary. Hence, the technique is convenient to use. Nevertheless, its original version is
anticipated to intervene in the engine structure when registering the maximum combustion
cycle pressure. This means that its use under operational conditions without modification
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is also complicated primarily for a class of high-speed engines that are almost exclusively
used in tugboats and liner shipping auxiliary power plants.

After transport decarbonisation problems analysis, it can be stated that calculation
methods based on Wiebe’s heat release model remain relevant for various fuels. Both
classic single-phase and double-phase function modifications are used in practice. For
modern diesel engines with relatively low combustion cycle dynamics, the single-phase
combustion model provides acceptable simulation accuracy under various operating loads.
However, in a broader practical context, a modification of the two-phase model is more
universal. In both cases, the heat release characteristics are determined based on analysis
of experimentally recorded combustion cycle indicator diagrams. This does not cause tech-
nological difficulties under engine test bench and engine research conditions. In contrast,
under real engine operating conditions in a facility, it becomes difficult to determine the
heat release characteristic in many cases. The correct interpretation of research results and
decision making depend on the correct description of the task in the process of mathemati-
cal modelling. Therefore, to solve maritime transport decarbonisation problems, especially
concerning engines under operation, it is rational to create numerical-experimental tools to
determine the actual combustion cycle indicators in the main operating load modes.

The main objective and novelty of the research was the creation of methodological
tools to determine heat release characteristic parameters of diesel engine under operat-
ing conditions. As a mathematical basis for the planned development, it is advisable
to use alternatively both Wiebe combustion models: single-phase at the initial stage of
research. Research tasks included several alternative development options with the use of
a single-zone mathematical model for engine energy indicators simulation depending on
the availability of registration parameters.

2. Materials and Methods

Methodological solutions are based on the results of the experimental and numerical
studies conducted by the authors on the operational parameters of diesel engines, shifting
from the use of petroleum to renewable fuels and their mixtures (e.g., rapeseed methyl
ester (RME), Camelina sativa methyl ester, butanol, agricultural industrial waste, and
microalgae) [38–44]. By studying combustion cycle parameters using the single-zone MM
of engines running on liquid low-carbon biofuels, the practical implementation efficiency of
the Wiebe function with Woschni’s analytical additions was verified. These verified results
are the basis for expanding the determination of Wiebe m and ϕz heat release characteristic
parameters using the Bulaty–Glanzman method with the aim of using them for engine
testing under operating conditions.

2.1. Experimental Research

The main scope of experimental research presented in this article is implemented on an
1Z engine with turbocharged direct injection (TDI). In order to ensure the controllability of
combustion cycle boundary conditions (air pressure, Pk, and temperature, Tk), the exhaust
gas recirculation system was disabled during the tests. To extend the prepared methodology
solutions to different types of diesel engines, the methodology was also applied to a multi-
purpose high-speed transport diesel engine (8V396TC4). The main engine parameters are
summarised in Table 1.

High-speed diesel engines were selected as research subjects due to several reasons.
Most of low and medium speed power plants in liner shipping industry are equipped with
combustion cycle performance monitoring systems. Therefore, determining heat release
characteristic based on analysis of experimental indicator diagrams does not cause difficulties.
The opposite situation is typical for high-speed auxiliary diesel engines as well as for different
type of in harbour operated vessels, mainly tugboats. The decarbonisation of tugboats is
equally important as the share of air pollution in the harbour area and adjacent agglomerations
reaches 14–19% [45]. The explanation is related to the wide range of high-speed engine models
of different technical level and age existing in operating tugboats fleet. For example, about
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120 different tugboats operate in the main harbors of Baltic Sea, almost half of which are
between 21 and 50 years old. Among the engines installed in tugboats a significant number of
them are models of the “396” series, similar to the selected object of this research.

Table 1. Engines specification.

Parameter VW-Audi 1Z 1.9 TDI MTU 8V396TC4

Displacement (cm3) 1896 31800
Bore × stroke (mm) 79.5 × 95.5 165 × 185

Maximum power (kW/rpm) 66/4000 380–600/1850
Maximum torque (Nm/rpm) 180/2000–2500 -

Cooling type Water cooling Water cooling
Fuel supply system Direct injection Direct injection

Engine type 4 cylinders; 4 stroke 8 cylinders; 4 stroke
Compression ratio 19.5:1 -

Aspiration Turbocharge Turbocharge

In order to achieve the research objective, methodological aspects are emphasised
in the implementation of numerical research. The experimental test results of engines
and manufacturer specifications of energy parameters are used to verify the developed
methodology. To describe the experimental section of the study, the engine test bench
structure and test equipment including their characteristics are detailed in the previous
publications of the authors [46,47].

2.2. Experimental Research Setup

A brake stand KI-5543 was used to calculate engine load and determine crankshaft
speed with a torque measurement error of ±1.23 Nm and a speed error of 1%. Diesel
consumption was measured with a scale SK-5000 and a stopwatch, the measurement
accuracy is 0.5%. The cylinder pressure was measured with a piezoelectric sensor AVL
GH13P (with a sensitivity of 16 ± 0.09 pC/bar) built into the glow plug pocket. Pressure
measurements were recorded at a frequency of 100 cycles using an AVL DiTEST DPM 800
oscilloscope with 1% measurement accuracy, with data displayed and recorded in LabView
Real software. The intake air flow into the engine manifold was measured with a BOSCH
HFM 5 air flow meter with a measurement accuracy of 2%. The air pressure in the engine
intake manifold was measured by a Delta OHM HD 2304.0 air pressure gauge, with a
measurement error of ±0.0002 MPa for the TP704-2BAI sensor. Temperatures of exhaust
gases, intake air, and water entering the engine were measured by K-type thermocouples
with an accuracy of ±1.5 ◦C. The injection timing was controlled using a modulation PWM
(pulse width modulation) algorithm, and the signal generator was controlled by a pulse
controller TMW1. This device was connected directly to the fuel pump and disconnected
from the engine electronic control unit.

Measurements of engine operating in a specific load mode were performed 5–10 times
with further data analysis using statistical mathematical methods. Calculations for estimat-
ing errors of indirect parameters are also determined based on principles of mathematical
statistics with an accuracy of ±1.5% according to general form expression:

δy = ∓
√
(δx1)

2 + (δx2)
2 + · · · (δxn)

2 (1)

where δy is relative error of function y (%); δx1 . . . δxn are relative errors of analytic
dependence arguments (%).

2.3. Fuel Specifications

Based on the research objectives related to the conversion of marine diesel engines in
operational fleets to run on renewable and low-carbon fuels, two types of fuel were used in
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the experiment: standard diesel fuel (based on EN 590) and commonly used fuel, B30 (a
mixture of 30% RME and 70% diesel fuel), see Table 2.

Table 2. Fuel properties [39,48].

Fuel Property B30 Diesel

Density (kg/m3) 883.70 829.0
Cetane number 54.7 49

Lower heating value (MJ/kg) 39.0 42.8
Viscosity (cSt 40 ◦C) 4.478 2.28

H/C ratio 1.85 1.907
Component (% vol.) Carbon: 77.2 Carbon: 86.0

Hydrogen: 12.0 Hydrogen: 13.6
Oxygen: 10.8 Oxygen: 0.4

2.4. Numerical Study of Engine Performance Using MM

A single-zone MM implemented in IMPULS software was used in numerical studies.
The software was developed at St. Petersburg Central Diesel Research Institute [10] and
used by one of the authors for developing and modifying high-speed transport engines (e.g.,
B/S 15/15, 15/18, and 16.5/18) [49–51]. Regarding the methodological solutions for engines
with energy-efficient operations described in this study, the software’s implementation
(different from multi-zone MMs (e.g., AVL FIRE) [12]) of the law of closed free energy cycle
for engines with different types of air supply systems (e.g., free, compressor-driven, and
multi-stage systems) is fundamental. The algorithm is based on quasi-static equations of
thermodynamics and gas dynamics considering exhaust system design parameters, turbine
and compressor variable efficiency coefficients, heat loss to engine cooling system, and
ambient air parameters. The processes occurring in the cylinder are described by a system
of differential equations consisting of Equation (2) energy and Equation (3) mass laws as
well as Equation (4) state equations, as follows:

dU
dτ

=
dQre

dτ
− dQe

dτ
− P·dV

dτ
+ hs·

dms

dτ
− hex·

dmex

dτ
(2)

dm
dτ

=
dms

dτ
+

dminj

dτ
− dmex

dτ
(3)

dP
dτ

=
m·R

V
·dT
dτ

+
m·T
V

·dR
dτ

+
R·T
V

·dm
dτ

− P
V
·dV

dτ
(4)

where U is the internal energy (J); Qre and Qex are the heat release and heat exchange
energies (J), respectively; P is the pressure (Pa); V is the volume (m3); hs is the supply
working body enthalpy (J/kg); hex is the exhaust working body enthalpy (J/kg); m is the
total mass (kg); ms is the supply air mass (kg); minj is the injected fuel mass (kg); mex is
the exhaust gas mass (kg); τ is the time (s); R is the gas constant (J/kg·K); and T is the
temperature (K).

In order to achieve the purpose of this study, the software was supplemented with
models for calculating the different chemical composition of fuels. Most of the phenomeno-
logical sub-models implemented in the software are similar to those implemented in the
well-known AVL BOOST software [11,52]. One of the heat release characteristic refinement
forms used in this study is a Wiebe model [17] with Woschni analytical additions [25,26,46]
(used for modelling engine parameters in part load modes). This approach is widely used
in combustion cycle modelling studies [15,30].

The rate of heat release according to the Wiebe model [6] was determined using the
following equation:
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dx

d
(

ϕ
ϕz

) = C(m + 1)
(

ϕ

ϕz

)m
·e−C( ϕ

ϕz )
m+1

(5)

dx =
dQ
Q

(6)

In the foregoing, Q describes the total heat release when burned in the cylinder; ϕ is
the heat release duration; C is a function parameter (equal to 6.9 in the case of complete
combustion); m is the heat release form factor; and x is the amount of heat released.

The amount of heat released starting from combustion is assessed using the follo-
wing equation:

x = 1 − e−C( ϕ
ϕz )

m+1

(7)

The Woschni analytical solutions are dedicated to the Wiebe heat release model pa-
rameters (m (form factor) and ϕz (heat release duration)) that are recalculated from model
calibration mode to engine part load modes when environmental conditions, design and
regulation parameters, and other influencing factors change [26].

mi
m0

=

(
ϕτi0
ϕτi

)a2

·Pki·Tk0
Pk0·Tki

·
(

n0

ni

)a1

(8)

ϕzi
ϕz0

=

(
λ0

λi

)a3

·
(

ni
n0

)a4

(9)

In the foregoing, a1, a2, a3, and a4 are constant coefficients; TK0 and TKi are charge air
temperature values (K); PK0 and PKi are charge air pressure values (Pa); ϕτi and ϕτi0 are
induction periods (◦CAD); and indices ‘0’ and ‘i’ correspond to the engine rated power and
part load modes, respectively.

The induction period is determined according to Jeriomin’s methodology using an
iterative technique with changes in the air pressure and temperature in the cylinder from
fuel injection phase to spontaneous mixture ignition [10], as follows:

ϕz = 6·n·τi (10)

τi = Kτ ·10−5·
(

T
P

)0.5
·exp

(
E

RM·T

)
(11)

1
6·n

ϕτi∫
0

dϕ

τi
= 1 (12)

where E
RM

is the ratio of energy activation to the gas molar constant; Kτ is a constant; T is
the air temperature in the cylinder (K); and P is the air pressure in the cylinder (Pa).

The heat exchange in the engine cylinder between the working material and cylinder
walls is described by Woschni’s equations separately for the piston, cylinder head, and cylinder
liner surface by evaluating the intensity of air macromotion. Heat exchange equation constants
are calibrated according to the experimental data of engine heat balance. Matching MM with
experimental data ensures the accurate determination of heat release characteristics in rated
engine power modes with further recalculation for part load modes. In part load modes, the
characteristic parameters of turbocharger units (compressor, turbine, and cooler) are modelled
according to corresponding analytical dependencies or ‘map’ data.

2.5. Methodology Base for Determining Heat Release Characteristic Parameters

The Bulaty–Glanzman technique [37] (hereinafter referred to as the method) was used
to determine the heat release characteristic parameters, m and ϕz. The method is modified
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such that it can be used under engine operating conditions in the absence of technological
possibilities to record combustion cycle indicators. The heat release characteristic parameters,
m and ϕz [17], determined using the method, influence the combustion cycle energy efficiency
indicators: maximum cycle pressure (Pmax) and average indicative pressure (Pmi). In the range
of m and ϕz values of the selected diesel engine, numerical modelling of energy parameters
is implemented at different m and ϕz combinations. The optimal combination of m and ϕz
parameters ensuring correspondence with experimental data or engine technical specification
characteristics is identified in two stages. According to the Pmax value of the combustion
cycle, parameter m is identified when Pmi = f (ϕz), and in the subsequent step, parameter
ϕz is determined based on Pmi. The data of an idealised indicator diagram were used in
the methodology. When applied to four-stroke diesel engines, the parameters of the intake–
exhaust cycle indicator diagram are considered constant due to their relatively small influence
to the combustion cycle energy indicators. The principles of graphical implementation to the
modified method are reviewed in the ‘Results and Discussions’ section.

The application of the method to engine operating conditions is primarily determined
by changing the combustion cycle indicators, Pmax and Pmi, to parameters that are directly
related to combustion cycle characteristics but not related to changes in the engine’s basic
configuration (e.g., combustion cycle indicator diagrams, pressure in the cylinder, and
registration of friction losses). The developed and adapted methodology modification [37]
is based on the average effective pressure, Pme, corresponding to recorded exhaust gas
temperature values, TTM. The foregoing is based on an iterative solution (without predicting
TTM registration) combined with Woschni’s analytical solutions. Logarithmic anamorphosis
for determining the m and ϕz parameters [21] according to engine experimental indicator
diagrams as well as analysis of indicator diagrams with AVL BOOST (burn software [11])
was used to validate the proposed methodological solutions.

2.6. Research Plan

The formulated structural components of the methodology to achieve the research
goals are presented in a logical sequence in Figure 1.
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The methodological development mainly includes the forming process of MM pa-
rameters of research objects, identifying solutions for modifying the Bulaty–Glanzman
method for heat release characteristic parameters, justifying and implementing the decision
to modify the method, and verifying the modelled energy parameters of research objects
(diesel engines 1Z 1.9 TDI and 8V396TC4). In verifying the compiled MM in the calibrated
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power mode, sufficient modelling accuracy is achieved in part load modes for solving
practical problems. The error does not exceed 2–3%.

3. Results
3.1. Validation of Heat Release Characteristic Parameters of Engine Running on Biofuel under
Oprational Conditions

The AVL BOOST Burn MM package [53] for experimental indicator diagram analysis
was chosen for validating the developed methodology. The Burn MM software for analysing
the test bench indicator diagrams of 1Z 1.9 TDI engine determines the Wiebe model heat
release characteristic parameters, m and ϕz. The results of normalised differential (dX/dϕ)
and integral (X) forms for heat release characteristics according to cylinder pressure data
and Wiebe methodology are presented below. In comparing the results of IMPULS MM
with the experimental data obtained in the maximum investigated load mode (n = constant),
a good correlation between normalised and Wiebe heat release characteristics during the
combustion cycle is observed. Figure 2 presents fragments of heat release characteristic
research and comparison.
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Figure 2. The characteristics (real and calculated by Wiebe function) of heat release and total fuel
combustion of 1.9 TDI 1Z engine running on diesel fuel (n = 3000 min−1 and Pme = 1.0712 MPa).

In order to determine the applicability of the developed method to engines running
on renewable fuels, it was used in an engine running on biodiesel (B30) in rated power
mode. Satisfactory correspondence between real and calculated results (obtained using the
Wiebe model heat release characteristics) was observed, see Figure 3.

In this context, note that in modern diesel engines with charged air units, especially
low-revolution marine engines operating at high load modes, heat release is characterised
by a dominant diffusive combustion phase [22,30,36]. However, when the diesel engine
load drops, in most cases, a combustion kinetic phase occurs and becomes dominant under
low load conditions (i.e., the heat release characteristic becomes double-phase). After
obtaining the double-phase profiles (peaks I and II), the further use of single-phase Wiebe
function yields relatively large errors, and the results are virtually inconsequential. For
modelling the heat release characteristic under part load modes, the use of the double-phase
Wiebe function (which separately describes each combustion phase) and MM software
(which is based on the double-phase Wiebe function) results in a relatively high level of
complexity. In view of the foregoing, the simulation of real heat release characteristics using
the single-phase Wiebe model is deemed acceptable in terms of practical considerations
and achievable accuracy. Therefore, when applying the single-phase Wiebe function for
simulating the diesel engine combustion cycle, combining MM with experimental data
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according to the parameters of near-maximum load modes is appropriate. Accordingly,
in this research, the selected load modes are similar to the rated power mode considering
different engine speeds (n = constant modes (n = 2000, 2500, and 3000 RPM)). The IMPULS
mathematical modelling software is used. The relative changes in the m and ϕz parameters
for engine part load modes are described by Woschni [25].
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After performing mathematical modelling using the AVL BOOST Burn software
package, the values of heat release starting angle (ϕ1), duration (ϕz), and form factor (m)
were obtained considering different n modes at maximum tested loads, see Table 3.

Table 3. Wiebe heat release parameters calculated using AVL Boost Burn.

Parameter Engine Operating Conditions

n = 2000 RPM
Pme = 1.143 MPa

n = 2500 RPM
Pme = 1.199 MPa

n = 3000 RPM
Pme = 1.017 MPa

ϕ1, ◦CAD −5.92 −7.53 −7.85
ϕz, ◦CAD 49.8 56.4 59.7

m 1.4 1.33 1.28

When experimental indicator diagrams are available, the AVL BOOST Burn software
ensures the possibility of determining the Wiebe parameters (ϕ1, ϕz, and m) The decision
to choose the Wiebe model is justified by the good correlation of normalised heat release
characteristics. The derived heat release parameters are used as validation criteria for the
proposed methodology.

3.2. Variational Numerical Studies Using m and ϕz Determination Methods

In the devised methodology, variational calculations of m and ϕz parameters to
determine their true values were implemented using the graphical Bulaty–Glanzman
method [37]. Based on the foregoing, the energy parameters (e.g., be, Pe, and Pme) calculated
using the IMPULS software are found to be relatively accurate. The graphical interpretation
of the applied method to selected research objectives when the engine runs on diesel fuel is
presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Graphical method for determining m and ϕz by Bulaty–Glanzman method (based on Pmax

and Pmi).

In the upper part of the graph, based on the experimental Pmax value, the m values
of three alternative options are identified as points A, B, and C (first step). The projection
of these points onto the isolines of ϕz values forms points A, B, C indicated by red arrows
and a red line of Pmi = f (ϕz, Pmax experiment) (second step). The intersection of this red
line with the experimental Pmi line determines the value of ϕz in combination with the
previously determined m value (third step). In this way, the combination of m and ϕz
parameters is identified which ensures real values of main energy and combustion cycle
parameters for further engine simulation. In the lower part of the figure, the determined ϕz
value is graphically refined. The validation results of the applicability of the method for
numerical studies based on the obtained heat release characteristic parameters, m and ϕz,
are summarised in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison between simulated engine work parameters and experimental results.

Data Pmax, MPa Pme, MPa Pe, kW be, g/kWh ηe

m = 1.335 and ϕz = 46.2◦ (n = 2000 RPM Pme = 1.143 MPa)

MM 10.722 1.1427 36.09 218.91 0.3845
Experiment 10.726 1.1426 36.10 218.80 0.3844

Error, % −0.037 0.009 −0.028 0.050 0.026

m = 1.240 and ϕz = 55.85◦ (n = 2500 RPM1 Pme = 1.199 MPa)

MM 11.571 1.1995 47.36 220.60 0.38155
Experiment 11.560 1.1996 47.50 219.99 0.38230

Error, % 0.095 −0.008 −0.296 0.277 −0.197
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Table 4. Cont.

Data Pmax, MPa Pme, MPa Pe, kW be, g/kWh ηe

m = 1.23 and ϕz = 56.45◦ (n = 3000 RPM1 Pme = 1.017 MPa)

MM 11.1876 1.0713 50.75 221.4 0.381
Experiment 11.192 1.0712 50.755 221.46 0.3798

Error, % 0.039 −0.009 0.010 0.027 −0.316

The difference between the mathematical modelling results of the 1Z 1.9 TDI engine main
energy performance parameters and experimental data does not exceed ±0.5%. Accordingly,
in further stages of the research, the original method was modified [37] to render it applicable
to the numerical analysis of engine energy parameters under operating conditions.

3.3. Method Applicability to Modelling under Engine Operating Conditions (Change in
Parameters Pmax and Pmi)

One of the means to optimise diesel engine studies for operation with biofuels under
operating conditions such that time and financial costs are reduced is to use a single-zone
IMPULS MM. The heat release characteristic (m) and parameter (ϕz), which determine
the modelling adequacy, can be mainly determined by the modified Bulaty–Glanzman
methodology. Logically selecting the objective and sensitive to changes combustion cycle
parameters are necessary. Here, Pmax and Pmi can be changed by determining m and ϕz
according to the modified version of classical methodology [37].

The justification for using TTM instead of Pmax, despite technologically simpler realisa-
tion in operating conditions, is determined by combustion cycle execution characteristics of
modern diesel engine models. First of all, the degree of pressure increase is equal to Pmax/Pc
to 1.1–1.2, but during the delayed injection phase Pmax becomes lower than Pc. As a result,
the required extent of change in Pmax for implementation of classical Bulaty-Glanzman
method version is lost. On the other hand, Pmax is determined by kinetic combustion phase.
However, energy efficiency indicators mainly depend on the main diffusive combustion
phase. It is TTM that best represents energetic result of this phase as well as the relationship
of combustion duration ϕz according to Wiebe model. Therefore, changing Pmax to TTM
should not adversely affect method accuracy which is confirmed by validation of modified
Bulaty-Glanzman method.

The use of Pmi parameter in the method is performed in the form of a relative change.
Simple evaluations show that differences between relative change of Pmi and Pme for marine
diesel engines does not exceed 2–3% which is considered acceptable for solving initial tasks.

3.4. Justification of Exhaust Gas Temperature Selection

The modified method for determining m and ϕz by changing Pmi to Pme and Pmax to
TTM in different combinations was tested at different engine operating modes (n = 2000,
2500, and 3000 RPM). Validation was implemented according to the final results of deter-
mining the method applicability (i.e., the use of the determined heat release characteristic
parameters for engine energy indicator modelling in IMPULS software). A comparison
between simulation results and experimental data in terms of errors is presented in Figure 5.

Despite the highly accurate results of the modified approach, the use of the proposed
modified method [37] is justified by practical realisation. Compared with other diesel
engine work parameters, the measured TTM with acceptable accuracy is relatively easy
to implement under engine operating conditions. Moreover, it can be determined in
the absence of direct temperature sensor measurements and derived indirectly based on
theoretical thermodynamic calculations using a heat transfer model from the working body
through the cylinder wall.
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3.5. Determination of Exhaust Gas Temperature by Indirect Methods

Additional preparatory works are required such that TTM can be determined for
the modified methodology using a thermocouple. Furthermore, design changes in the
exhaust gas system of diesel engines are normally encountered. Each case of methodology
application requires an intervention (i.e., introduction of a thermocouple into the exhaust
gas system and application of technological solutions that may be difficult to implement).
In view of the foregoing, the modified methodology for determining the heat release
characteristic parameters is supplemented by an indirect method for determining TTM
based on the external surface temperature (Tdet) of the exhaust manifold. The registration
of Tdet using a device while the engine is running is not technologically complicated. Next,
using the temperature ratio (i.e., TTM/Tdet) of typical exhaust gas manifold designs, TTM is
obtained to determine m and ϕz.

To determine TTM/Tdet, experimental motor tests were implemented under laboratory
conditions with the engine operating in a wide range of load modes (Pme = 0.133–0.663 MPa).
In the test for measuring the wall temperature of the exhaust gas manifold, the exhaust
gas temperature varied in the range 450–700 K. In measuring TTM and Tdet, TTM/Tdet is
found to be virtually constant (with an error of ±2.5%) with increasing TTM. Therefore,
using a constant Tdet/TTM value, K, seems reasonable. In this case, coefficient K = 0.84.
Furthermore, to ensure the commonality of the practical application of the implemented
solution, numerical experiment evaluations were performed using classical analytical
expressions of heat transfer through a cylindrical wall [24]. In the variational calculations,
the structures of analytical expressions and heat transfer factors were varied within a
typical range for diesel engines. The results presented in Figure 6 demonstrate the good
agreement between experimental and numerical results.

Although the results in determining TTM according to Tdet are positive in applying the
general method, the value of constant KT = TTM/Tdet depends on the structural features
and technical condition of the research object as well as the research conditions. Therefore,
considering the obtained value of KT for determining the m and ϕz parameters by the
iterative method appears reasonable.
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3.6. Determination of Heat Release Parameters by Iteration Method

After determining and analysing m and ϕz according to the modified methodology [37],
evaluating the possibility of further developing and simplifying this methodology is appro-
priate. In this regard, an iterative solution was implemented. The solution is based on the
graphical analysis of the combined trajectory change of the m and ϕz parameters and the
application of relative temperature indicators to different diesel engine working modes.
Justification of further method simplification is determined by use of nominal or close to it
Pme and part load mode data in the corresponding n mode. One n mode (n = 2000 RPM) of
the 1Z 1.9 TDI diesel engine and two Pme load levels are freely selected. The selected maxi-
mum load point (n = 2000 RPM) is equated to maximum test point Mt = 172.4 Nm (where
Pe = 36.1 kW and Pme = 1.1426 MPa. This is referred to as 100% load). The part load point
is approximately 50% lower: Mt = 85.93 Nm (where Pe = 17.99 kW and Pme = 0.5695 MPa.
This is referred to as 50% load).

At the initial stage, an MM of the diesel engine working in the selected mode is built
based on experimental data, and m and ϕz parameters are determined using the classical
methodology [37] (i.e., based on Pmi and Pmax parameters). The results are considered as
reference for further analysing the proposed modified methodology. In the next stage of
obtaining m and ϕz by the iterative method, the modified method for determining m and ϕz
using the Pme and TTM parameters was applied with Woschni’s analytical method [25,26]
for part load modes.

The iterative method for obtaining the m and ϕz parameters is based on the following
considerations. For the positively verified and modified method (using Pme and TTM
parameters), identifying TTM and Tdet for a specific research objective is necessary for
practical application. The absolute KT (Tdet/TTM) value determined in the studies can be
used as an indicative value of K and the temperature adjustment of TTM is implemented in
an iterative way. Iteration method is based on gradual change of influencing factor and the
change of objective function (in evaluation case m and ϕz) determination. In the proposed
variant, simulation results of m and ϕz are used to change m and ϕz to the real values
using widely approved in practice Woschni method. The change of m and ϕz parameters
is determined by engine simulation in part load mode (coefficients Kmi and Kϕi are set
accordingly). Iteration ends when determined values within acceptable error of m and ϕz
parameters are equal.

To justify the use of the modified method for determining m and ϕz, the evaluation is
extended by studying the combustion cycle parameters of a multipurpose diesel engine (MTU
8V396TC4). The established reference parameters include: 1Z 1.9 TDI diesel engine—m0 ϕz0
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(1.25 and 47.5◦) and mi ϕzi (1.135 and 37.95◦); diesel engine 8V396TC4—m0 ϕz0 (0.51 and 94.3◦)
and mi ϕzi (0.37 and 83.4◦). It is emphasized that this method requires accurately determine
mi and ϕzi variation trajectory according to modified [37] mi/m0 (Kmi), ϕzi/ϕz0 (Kϕi) calculation
method. The principe of graphic iteration method implementation form is presented in Figure 7.
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The initial stage for determining heat release characteristic parameters is similar to the
one described in Figure 4. According to defined Pme value, the combinations of ϕz = f(m)
parameters are determined as points A, B, C (first step). The projection of these points to
the bottom of the diagram allows us to determine graphical connection between m and ϕz
and A, B, C points (second step). Subsequently, according to previously known value of KT
(Tdet/TTM) and measured value of exhaust manifold surface temperature, an iteration process
is performed (third step). By increasing TTM values in Figure 7, the combination of m and ϕz
values are determined in the A’, B’, C’ points indicated by red arrows—A red line is formed.
In parallel, using Woschni’s analytical dependencies, calculated combinations of the same
parameters are determined as points Awi, Bwi, Cwi—Purple line is formed. The iteration
process ends when values of m and ϕz obtained by different methods corresponds with a
predefined error. The end of iterative process is represented by Ri point. In more detail the
last step of iteration process is presented in (Figure 8a) 1.9 TDI engine; (Figure 8b) 8V396TC4
engine. To determine the Ri point by iteration, the graph of trajectory intersection is drawn
for the 1Z 1.9 TDI diesel engine. The combination of mi = 1.15 and ϕzi = 37.65◦ corresponds
to this Ri point (Figure 8a), resulting in TTMi = 681.87 K in the general scheme. Next, the
true combination of m and ϕz is obtained at the intersection point of trajectories determined
using the inverse modified methodologies of Woschni and Anisits. The intersection point is
mi = 0.35, ϕzi = 84.4◦ (Figure 8b) and TTMi = 683 K. Detailed approach calculations are not
performed for the 8V396TC4 diesel engine.

The errors of m and ϕz were estimated by comparing them with the reference at
different stages of the method. To comprehensively assess obtained results, error analysis
was performed in Figure 9 simultaneously for both interconnected m and ϕz parameters.
For this reason, δm and δϕ coordinate systems were used (for a specific methodological
solution variant both parameters have identical symbols).
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Figure 9. Comparison of m and ϕz parameters evaluated using reverse modified and iteration
methods with reference (TTM/Pme).

The errors of m and ϕz vary in ranges δm = −7.8–5.5% and δϕ = −3.2–0.8%, respec-
tively. However, assessing the influence of these errors on the main energy parameters of
1.9 TDI and 8V396TC4 diesel engines is more important. The error values of engine energy
parameters compared with experimental data/technical specifications are summarised in
Table 5. The maximum error of the main energy parameters for 1Z 1.9 TDI and 8V396TC4
operating in selected modes ranges from 1.8% to 1.5%. Such a relatively small deviation of
main engine parameters (especially Pmax) shows that the modified method for determining
m and ϕz provides a relatively high level of accuracy, and the results obtained by the MM
are reliable for the succeeding research stages.
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Table 5. Data of relative errors of main work parameters of 1.9 TDI and 8V396TC4 engines.

δ (1.9 TDI)

Pmax, % Pme, % ηe, % be, % PK, % Pe, %

“0” “i” “0” “i” “0” “i” “0” “i” “0” “i” “0” “i”

Pme/TTM with TTM/Pme 0.07 0.27 0.04 −0.02 0.04 −0.02 −0.04 0.02 0.04 −0.02 −0.07 0.00
Pme/TTM with experiment −0.65 −1.58 0.02 0.04 −0.01 −0.02 −0.07 −0.07 0.06 0.05 −0.07 0.34

Iteration with TTM/Pme 0.32 0.03 −0.01 −0.02 −0.01 −0.02 0.01 0.02 −0.01 −0.02 −0.06 0.03
Iteration with experiment −0.39 −1.82 −0.03 0.04 −0.06 −0.02 −0.02 −0.06 0.01 0.05 −0.06 0.37

δ (8V396TC4)

Pme/TTM with TTM/Pme 0.06 0.16 0.06 −0.03 0.06 −0.03 −0.06 0.03 0.06 −0.03 −0.04 0.00
Pme/TTM with experiment −0.22 1.51 −0.09 −0.02 0.01 0.02 0.06 −0.04 0.09 0.50 −0.05 0.03

Iteration with TTM/Pme 1.20 −0.52 0.12 −0.01 0.12 −0.01 −0.12 0.01 0.12 −0.01 −0.19 0.06
Iteration with experiment 0.93 0.83 −0.03 0.00 0.07 0.04 0.001 −0.06 0.15 0.52 −0.21 0.09

After carrying out iterative method application analysis to simplify the determination
of m and ϕz parameters, can be concluded that TTM or Tdet are not necessary for determina-
tion of m and ϕz parameters under operational conditions but using any of temperature
values (with appropriate processing) allows to increase accuracy of the results. Taking this
into account, it is sufficient to create m and ϕz combination change trajectory according
to reverse modified methodology for determination of m and ϕz, and also according to
relative change of m and ϕz calculated as per experimental data (according to Woschni
model) when engine is working in different modes.

4. Conclusions

A numerical-experimental method was developed to determine heat release character-
istic parameters for further energy indicators calculation of marine diesel engines under
operating conditions. The development is based on the modified Bulaty-Glanzman method.
The main advantage of performed solutions compared to accepted practice is that it does
not require to register combustion cycle indicators which is difficult to implement in engine
operating conditions. Considering technological possibilities of research object, several
solutions based on measurement of exhaust gas temperature, exhaust manifold surface
temperature, and iterative method in combination with Woschni’s analytical dependencies
are offered as an alternative. The applicability of the proposed methodology was verified
for the use of diesel and biodiesel fuels in high-speed diesel engines analogous to auxiliary
diesel engines of liner shipping and main propulsion diesel engines of auxiliary vessels.
Simulation error compared to experimental data of high-speed diesel engines 1Z 1.9 TDI
and 8V396TC4 under various load modes did not exceed 1%.

Simultaneously, for the practical application of developed methodology, the authors
anticipate its further validation for medium-speed and low-speed diesel engines of liner
shipping under real operating conditions. Accordingly, authors anticipate investigating
methodology applicability with alternative fuels used in maritime sector. From a method-
ological point of view, there is a necessity to study the influence of exhaust manifold surface
measurement zone on temperature prediction accuracy. It is also expected to expand the
scope of development by using the two-phase model.
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Symbols

ϕ heat release duration (◦CAD);
E

RM
ratio of energy activation and gas molar constant (-);

a1, a2, a3, a4 constant coefficients (-);
Bd hourly fuel consumption (kg/h);
be specific fuel consumption (g/kWh);
C function parameter (-);
dX/dϕ normalized heat release characteristic differential (-);
hex exhaust working body enthalpy (J/kg);
hs supply working body enthalpy (J/kg);
Kmi coefficient, relative expression of mi/m0 (-);
KT coefficient, relative expression of TTM/Tdet (-);
Kϕi coefficient, relative expression of ϕzi/ϕz0 (-);
m heat release shape factor (-);
Mt torque (Nm);
n engine speed (RPM);
P pressure (Pa);
Pc pressure at the end of compression stroke (Pa);
Pe effective power (kW);
Pk intake air pressure (Pa);
Pmax maximum cycle pressure (Pa);
Pme average effective pressure (Pa);
Pmi average indicative pressure (Pa);
Q total heat release when burned in the cylinder (J);
R gas constant (J/kgK);
T temperature (◦K);
Tdet exhaust manifold surface temperature (◦K);
Tk intake air temperature (◦K);
TTM exhaust gas temperature (◦K);
U internal energy (J);
V volume (m3);
X heat release characteristic (-);
δ error (%);
ηe efficiency (-);
τ time (s);
ϕ1 heat release starting angle (◦CAD);
ϕz conditional heat release duration (◦CAD);
ϕτ induction period (◦CAD);
Qex heat exchange energy (J);
Qre heat release energy (J);
mex mass of exhaust gas (kg);
minj mass of injected fuel (kg);
ms supply air mass (kg);
index ‘i’ correspond to engine part load mode;
index ‘0’ correspond to engine rated power mode;
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Abbreviations

B/S cylinder bore, stroke;
B30 mixture of 30% rapeseed methyl ester and 70% diesel fuel;
CO2 carbon dioxide;
D diesel fuel;
EGR exhaust gas recirculation;
EU European Union;
FAME fatty acid methyl ester;
GHG greenhouse gases;
GT gross tonnage;
H2 hydrogen;
IMO International Maritime Organization;
ICE internal combustion engine;
LNG liquified natural gas;
MM mathematical model;
NG natural gas;
NH3 ammonia;
RME rapeseed methyl ester;
TDI turbocharged with direct fuel injection;
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